
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English (Text links) 

Write an argument text focusing 

on ‘Why shops shouldn’t sell 

sweets’. 

Explore and write riddles by 

Christina Rossetti. 

Maths 

Children should consistently apply 

Mathematical skills in all subject 

areas. 

 

A scheme of work for Mathematics 

is followed. 

 

Computing 

Lightbots -creating a simple program. 

Running, checking and changing programs.  

Using algorithms; if statements, and loops, within 

programs. 

 

PSHE    

 How to develop and maintain a variety of healthy relationships. 

 How to recognise and manage emotions. 

 How to recognise risky or negative relationships including all forms of bullying and abuse. How to ask for help. 

 How to respect equality and diversity in relationships.  

RE What Makes a Hero? 

Exploring the lives of faith members who have performed heroic deeds or dedicated their lives to a cause; past and 

present saints, local and global faiths 

 

Geography  

Mapping where the Romans settled and why 

they chose to settle there. 
 

 

Science  

Stage an X Factor style talent show 

focussing on musical preferences 

 
Describing a range of sounds and 

explaining how they are made.  

Comparing sources of sound and 

explaining how the sounds differ. 

Explaining how to change a sound 

(louder/softer) Describing and 

explaining how a sound travels from a 

source to our ears. Explaining what 

happens to sound as it travels away 

from its source. Explaining how to 

change the pitch of a sound. 

Investigating how different materials 

can affect the pitch and volume of 

sounds? 

 

 

Spring Term 

What did the 

Romans do for us? 

PE 

Gym - Flight 

Games - Invasion 
 
 
 

Art/DT  

Can you create a working model of a Roman 

weapon? Design and make an item of Roman 

armour or weapon. 

Can they use ceramic mosaic to produce a 

piece of art?  

Sketching weapons, armour, artefacts- link to 

DT 

Jewellery Making  

Textile skills to produce jewellery using Roman 

designs. 

 

History  

Why were the Romans so powerful and 

what did we learn from them? 

Visit to Scunthorpe Museum. What did 

the Romans do for us? 

Stage an invasion of another class. 

Learn about Boudicca. 

 

Music  

Recognise repeating patterns in 

music 

Recognise music of various 

composers- Beethoven, Mozart 

Elgar. 

Composing links to science  - 

appraising and performing 

X Factor style talent show 

focussing on musical preferences. 

 


